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ABSTRACT

Background • Integrated care models aim to solve the problem of fragmented and poorly coordinated care in current healthcare systems. These models aim to be patient-centered by providing continuous and coordinated care and by considering the needs and preferences of patients. The objective of this study was to evaluate the opinions and experiences of community-living older adults with regard to integrated care and support, along with the extent to which it meets their health and social needs.

Methods • Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 23 older adults receiving integrated care and support through “Embrace,” an integrated care model for community-living older adults that is based on the Chronic Care Model and a population health management model. Embrace is currently fully operational in the northern region of the Netherlands. Data analysis was based on the grounded theory approach.

Results • Responses of participants concerned two focus areas: 1) Experiences with aging, with the themes “Struggling with health,” “Increasing dependency,” “Decreasing social interaction,” “Loss of control,” and “Fears;” and 2) Experiences with Embrace, with the themes “Relationship with the case manager,” “Interactions,” and “Feeling in control, safe, and secure”. The prospect of becoming dependent and losing control was a key concept in the lives of the older adults interviewed. Embrace reinforced the participants’ ability to stay in control, even if they were dependent on others. Furthermore, participants felt safe and secure, in contrast to the fears of increasing dependency within the standard care system.

Conclusion • The results indicate that integrated care and support provided through Embrace met the health and social needs of older adults, who were coping with the consequences of aging.
BACKGROUND

Current healthcare systems are insufficiently equipped to meet the broad range of healthcare and social needs of older adults, due to fragmentation of care, poor coordination of care, and lack of patient involvement.1-3 The greatest limitation faced by current healthcare systems is their disease-oriented approach (which targets care services at separate health problems), combined with their focus on delivering healthcare to people with acute and short-term diseases.3,4 At present, however, more than 50% of those 75 years of age and older suffer from multiple chronic diseases.5,6 The majority of these patients rely on several healthcare professionals,7,8 as they require assistance in various domains.9 This fragmented care may have negative consequences, including misunderstanding by the patient, adverse drug events, impaired treatment participation, and even treatment errors.7,9 It is therefore essential to transform the provision of healthcare to the older population into a coherent system focused on community-based long-term care.10 Such care should consider all health-related aspects, and it should be tailored to the specific situations of individual patients.6,11,12

“Integrated care” models might offer a solution to the fragmentation in the healthcare system. These models are purported to be patient-centered by providing continuous and coordinated care and by taking into account the needs, preferences, and environment of each patient.13,14 One commonly used model of integrated care is the Chronic Care Model (CCM),15 as acknowledged by the World Health Organization.11 The CCM aims to improve the quality of care and patient outcomes by providing proactive, patient-centered, and integrated care. It links community services to the healthcare system and describes four interdependent key elements: self-management support, delivery system design, decision support, and clinical information systems. Implementing these elements is necessary for achieving productive interactions between an informed and activated patient and a prepared, proactive team of professionals. These productive interactions can then lead to better outcomes.16

The investigation of whether integrated care models are truly patient-centered calls for both quantitative and qualitative approaches.17 To date, mainly quantitative studies have been conducted to evaluate the relative patient-centeredness of care, as assessed from the patient perspective.18-20 Qualitative research would provide greater detail on the personal experiences of patients. These experiences could provide detailed insight into the impact of integrated care models and the extent to which the model fulfils the needs of patients with regard to aging-related health problems, and they could suggest ways to improve the model.21 At present, qualitative studies on integrated care mainly focused on the experiences of professionals,22 project leaders,23 or specific patient populations.24 One study that
explored the experiences of chronically ill patients with integrated care showed that patients appreciated “the coordination within and across teams and with community resources, continuity and sharing of information, and patient engagement”. Experiences of older adults with integrated care, however, are limited and solely focus on specific elements of care, such as home visits, or involvement in care. Only one qualitative study was found among older patients and patients with diabetes which showed that person-centeredness – viewed as “being acknowledged, respected, understood, seen, and heard” – is an essential element of integrated care. Qualitative studies exploring the opinions and experiences of older adults with regard to CCM-based integrated care are lacking.

The aim of this study was therefore to evaluate the opinions and experiences of community-living older adults with regard to CCM-based integrated care and support, in addition to determining the extent to which such services meet their needs. The study focused on the following research questions: 1) How do older adults experience the effects of aging? and 2) How do older adults experience the care and support offered by a CCM-based integrated care model?

**Integrated care model: Embrace**

Embrace (in Dutch: *SamenOud* [aging together]) is a recently developed population-based integrated care model for community-living older adults. It combines the CCM with a classification of care needs, based on the risk profiles developed by the Kaiser Permanente (KP) Triangle, a population health management model. Embrace aims to provide comprehensive, patient-centered, proactive, and preventive care, in addition to supporting all adults 75 years of age and older within the context of community care. Its ultimate goal is to prolong the ability of older adults to age in place by meeting their needs by supporting self-management, detecting changes in health status at an early stage, and preventing the escalation of health-related problems.

Older adults can be classified into three risk profiles, based on the KP Triangle, as determined by annual screening with self-report questionnaires. The profile “Robust” includes adults without complex care needs and with a relatively low frailty level. The profile “Frail” includes those with a higher level of frailty and who are at risk of developing complex care needs. The profile “Complex care needs” includes older adults with complex care needs. A multidisciplinary Elderly Care Team – consisting of a general practitioner, an elderly care physician, and two case managers (district nurse and social worker) – provides individualized, proactive, and preventive care and support to the older adults.
Robust people are invited to follow a self-management support and prevention program focusing on staying healthy and independent for as long as possible. The program includes regular Embrace community meetings, in which self-management abilities are encouraged and during which local healthcare and welfare organizations provide information on health maintenance, physical and social activities, and dietary recommendations. Robust people are encouraged to contact the Elderly Care Team in case of changes in their health or living situations.

In contrast, frail people and those with complex care needs receive individual support from a case manager, and they are encouraged to follow the self-management support and prevention program. Case managers frequently visit these people at home, assessing their situations, developing individual care and support plans in cooperation with individual clients, implementing these plans, monitoring changes in their medical, psychosocial, and living situations, and navigating the realization of these plans. During monthly meetings, the Elderly Care Team discusses and evaluates the health status and social situations of the older clients. If necessary, proactive steps are taken, in dialogue with the client, to prevent deterioration.

The Embrace model was introduced in community-based elderly care and examined in a randomized controlled trial with an intervention period of twelve months, starting in January 2012. To this end, fifteen Elderly Care Teams from three municipalities in the province of Groningen (in the north of the Netherlands) were trained in working according to the model, and 755 community-living older adults received integrated care and support according to the Embrace model.

**METHODS**

**Study design**

A qualitative study based on the grounded theory approach\(^\text{31}\) was conducted. Data were collected by trained interviewers (ASF, KS) through semi-structured interviews\(^\text{32}\) conducted eight to ten months after the participants had started receiving Embrace care and support. The methods were defined according to the Consolidated Criteria for Reporting Qualitative Research (COREQ) checklist\(^\text{33}\) (S1 Table).
**Study sample**

Older adults who were assigned to the intervention group in the Embrace randomized controlled trial were eligible for inclusion in this qualitative study. To obtain a diverse study sample that represented a broad range of experiences, maximum-variation sampling was applied, taking into account the participant’s gender, the Embrace risk profile, and the degree of urbanization of the municipality in which the participant was living. At least eighteen participants had to be included to cover all possible combinations of these three characteristics. Eligible older adults had to be capable of reflecting on their experiences with Embrace. They were invited to participate regardless of their satisfaction with Embrace, if known in advance. Frail older adults and those with complex care needs were invited to participate in the study by their case managers. Robust participants were recruited face-to-face by Embrace project managers during Embrace community meetings. Eligible participants were recruited consecutively. Researchers evaluated the range of participant characteristics after the first six interviews and specified two additional criteria for inclusion: living situation (with or without partner) and educational level.

All of the individuals who were invited agreed to participate in the interviews. Prior to the start of the interview, the interviewers provided the participants with information on the aims of the interview, emphasizing the participant’s right to stop the interview at any time and guaranteeing anonymity. If a participant’s partner was also participating in Embrace, a double interview was conducted.

The method yielded a diverse study sample in terms of the selection criteria (Table 1). In all, 23 community-living participants between the ages of 75 and 89 were interviewed during eighteen interviews, five of which were double interviews with couples. Eight participants were living alone, five were living with others, and five were living with partners who were also participating in Embrace. In the latter cases, both partners participated in the interviews. The double interviews included two couples in which both spouses were robust, two couples of which both had complex care needs, and one couple in which one spouse had complex care needs and the other was classified as robust. The educational level of most participants was medium (57%) or low (39%), with only one highly educated (4%) male participant.

**Data collection**

Baseline RCT measurements (performed between October and December 2011) provide data on the background characteristics of participants. The participants’ Embrace profiles and living situations were verified again right before the inclusion of participants.
Interviews were conducted following a semi-structured interview guide, which was developed jointly by experts in qualitative research (GJD, NMHK, SFM, AV) and the Embrace researchers (ASF, KS, SLWS, KW). An explorative interview with one of the Embrace case managers (SO; district nurse) provided additional input for the guide. After the interview guide was finalized during a consensus meeting with the research group (ASF, KS, SLWS, KW), it was tested in two pilot interviews with Embrace participants. Only minor adjustments were made.

Interviews addressed the participants’ experiences with the effects of aging using questions about health, well-being, living situations, daily activities, and the healthcare services they had received. The participants’ experiences of receiving care and support by Embrace were then explored through questions about the Embrace professionals, about the benefits of participating, and about their opinions regarding what would constitute an ideal healthcare situation. Interviewers used open-ended questions with follow-up questions to gain detailed insight, and they kept track of the issues discussed. Interviews were performed during home visits; they were audio-recorded and lasted 60 to 90 minutes. No other individuals were present during the interviews, except for one spouse who was not participating in Embrace (Interview 13; Table 1).

**Data analysis and reporting**

Figure 1 presents the flowchart of the data analysis and reporting procedure. All recorded interviews were transcribed verbatim by a research assistant (RB). The transcripts of all interviews were reviewed for completeness and accuracy by the interviewer involved, and they were revised if necessary. Both interviewers read three randomly selected interview transcriptions in order to obtain a sense of the whole.

An initial code book was developed by the interviewers based on the topic guide and the coding of the two pilot interviews. Each code was immediately defined in a short note, and definitions were modified during the coding process. Multiple coding was applied: the two pilot interviews were coded independently by the interviewers. To minimize subjectivity, both interviewers and the first author (SLWS) checked parts of these coded interviews. All other interviews were coded by the interviewer involved, and newly emerged codes were added to the code book. Data saturation was reached after eighteen interviews, as no new codes emerged, and the eighteen interviews provided sufficient information to answer the research questions.
After coding all interviews, the accuracy of the codes in relation to the interview quotes was checked by the interviewers (ASF, KS). If necessary, codes were recoded, relabeled, or regrouped under other codes. The final codes were then imported into Excel spreadsheets, including summaries of labeled text fragments and illustrative quotes. Code frequencies were determined, and codes were clustered into categories. Subsequently, themes were deduced from the data and discussed by the researchers (KS, SLWS, KW) until consensus was reached. The main findings for each theme were collected, and special attention was paid to the possible differences in experiences between participants from the three Embrace profiles and between participants who were living alone and those who were living with a partner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interview number</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Embrace profile</th>
<th>Living situation</th>
<th>Degree of urbanization</th>
<th>Educational level^2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>Complex care needs</td>
<td>With partner</td>
<td>Urbanized rural</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>Complex care needs</td>
<td>With partner</td>
<td>Urbanized rural</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>Complex care needs</td>
<td>With partner</td>
<td>Urbanized rural</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>Frail</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>Frail</td>
<td>With partner</td>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>Complex care needs</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Complex care needs</td>
<td>With partner</td>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Complex care needs</td>
<td>With partner</td>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>Complex care needs</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Frail</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>Frail</td>
<td>With partner</td>
<td>Urbanized rural</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>Robust</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Robust</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Urbanized rural</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>Complex care needs</td>
<td>With partner</td>
<td>Urbanized rural</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>Frail</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Urbanized rural</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>Robust</td>
<td>With partner</td>
<td>Urbanized rural</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Robust</td>
<td>With partner</td>
<td>Urbanized rural</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>Robust</td>
<td>With partner</td>
<td>Urbanized rural</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Complex care needs</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Robust</td>
<td>With partner</td>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>Robust</td>
<td>With partner</td>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>Frail</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Robust</td>
<td>With partner</td>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^1 Interview numbers were assigned according to the date of the interview.
^2 Low = Primary school (or less) or lower vocational training; Medium = Secondary school / vocational training; High = Higher vocational education or university.
^3 The partner was present during the interview.
Illustrative quotes from the interviews were selected for presentation in this article, accompanying interview excerpts are provided in the S1 File. The code consists of the first letter of the participant’s profile (R=robust; F=frail; C=complex care needs), the interview number (in order of date), and a second letter representing gender (F=female; M=male), to distinguish between spouses in case of a double interview. For example, code R18F refers to a robust, female person who participated in the eighteenth interview (Table 1). Text within the quotes enclosed in square brackets was inserted by the authors in the interest of comprehensibility.

The transcribed interviews were analyzed using Kwalitan 6.0 software. Because the pilot interviews were of sufficient quality, they were also included in the final analysis.

Ethics statement
The Medical Ethical Committee of the University Medical Center Groningen has assessed the study proposal of the Embrace randomized controlled trial and concluded that approval was not required (Reference METc2011.108). All participants provided written informed consent.
RESULTS

Responses regarded two separate focus areas (Table 2): experiences with aging and experiences with Embrace.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiences with aging</th>
<th>Experiences with Embrace</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Struggling with health</td>
<td>Relationship with the case manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing dependency</td>
<td>Equality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency on assistive devices</td>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency on informal care</td>
<td>Interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency on professionals</td>
<td>Being supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent living</td>
<td>Being monitored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreasing social interaction</td>
<td>Being informed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of control</td>
<td>Being encouraged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fears</td>
<td>Feeling in control, safe, and secure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experiences with aging

We found clear differences between the participants from the three Embrace profiles with regard to their experiences with the consequences of aging. Robust participants felt in general healthy, but they feared the consequences of aging (e.g. progressive deterioration in health, increasing dependency, and loss of control). In contrast, frail participants and those with complex care needs seemed to struggle with the consequences of aging, including deteriorating health, increasing dependency, decreasing social interaction, and loss of control.

Struggling with health

Individuals from the three profiles differed widely in their descriptions of their health. The robust participants were positive about their health, even if they were experiencing physical or mental symptoms. These symptoms did not affect their daily functioning, nor did they play an important role in their lives. The greatest wish of the robust participants was to stay healthy without impairments. In contrast, the frail participants and those who had complex care needs were confronted with deteriorating health, describing their health as “not so good” or “poor.” “But to say ‘I feel fit,’ no, I won’t ever be able to say that again.” (C15F)
Participants were ambivalent in accepting their health status. Most had resigned themselves to their physical and mental deterioration, stating that they had accepted their current health status and avoided thinking about future deterioration. “No, what will be, will be. […] Luckily, we don’t know what the future will bring.” (F3M) Nevertheless, many participants (particularly those with complex care needs) expressed a desire for “better health.” In addition, participants from all three profiles described specific fears related to their deteriorating health (e.g., continuous fear following a life-threatening condition or fear of a stroke). Most of the participants also indicated that they feared falling due to loss of mobility, and that they had become more cautious when moving. “I feel… I’m generally more anxious, particularly in the dark and when driving, that sort of thing.” (F9F)

Participants rarely mentioned death during the interviews. When it was discussed, however, the participants differed in their attitudes toward death. Some of the participants with multi-morbidity spoke of death as a merciful release. Another participant with complex care needs said that he did not yet want to die, although he did think about the end of his life.

**Increasing dependency**

Dependency was a major recurring topic. All participants expressed the wish to stay independent for as long as possible and to continue doing as much as possible without the help of others. Those who were not yet dependent on others expressed the fear of future dependency. “You become so dependent if you require assistance with everything.” (C15F) Differences emerged between the participants in the three profiles with regard to dependency levels. Most of the robust participants were still managing their daily lives without any help from others, although some feared becoming a burden to others. “That you’re not dependent on someone else […] because you see it here from close up: someone arrives in the morning to wash you, at lunch time to make you a hot meal and wash up again, and then in the evening to get you ready for bed. I hate the idea of that.” (R10F) In contrast, most of the participants with complex care needs and some frail participants were dependent on others because of decreasing mobility or impaired cognitive functioning. Some found it difficult to accept the fact that they could not function as they had previously been able to do. “Well I want to do [clean out] the cabinets; I really want to get it done. It all needs to be sorted out, but I can’t do that either. It makes me a bit angry with myself.” (F4F)

In general, dependency first concerned the need to use assistive devices in performing the activities of daily living. This was followed by dependency on others, including informal and professional care.
Dependency on assistive devices

Some participants felt reluctant to use assistive devices (e.g., canes or rollators), because they made them feel old or disabled. In fact, some participants did not use such devices at all, even if it put them at greater risk of falling. “That’s what I need to get over […] Then you really do feel disabled.” (F8F) Most of the participants who did use assistance devices had complex care needs or were frail, although some robust participants used walking aids. Almost a third of these participants reported problems with their devices (e.g., rollator wheels getting stuck or wheelchairs that were difficult to get into an elevator). The participants saw these as reasons for not using the devices, despite their dependence on them. “But this housing isn’t really suited to people with disabilities. You can’t get through the front door with a rollator, and they’ve got those high speed bumps at the back of the house. They’re so high that you can’t go there at all with your mobility scooter.” (C5M)

Dependency on informal care

Most participants expressed reluctance to ask their children for help. Nevertheless, almost all of the frail participants and those with complex care needs were receiving such assistance (e.g., with domestic chores, gardening, finances) from their children, neighbors, or other informal caregivers. Most of the robust participants were not dependent on informal caregivers, although one participant had recently started asking her daughter to help with paperwork. “Just my daughter […]. She often comes on a Wednesday afternoon. […] If any forms need filling out, she does all that for me. […] Because you can’t always figure it out by yourself. Although I’ve only just recently started doing this. I used to do it all myself.” (R10F)

Dependency on professionals

The frail participants and those with complex care needs were often dependent on professional assistance. Those with complex care needs were particularly likely to have “care networks” consisting of both professional (domestic assistance and home healthcare) and informal care. These networks were essential to enabling these participants to continue living at home. Almost all of the frail participants were receiving at least domestic assistance. In contrast, the robust participants were not dependent on professionals, and only one was receiving domestic assistance.

The participants who were dependent on professional caregivers were generally satisfied with the quality of the services they received, despite some difficulties in arranging care and support. One participant described a situation in which she needed help but was unable
to arrange it on short notice, because she had to deal with so many different people and organizations. “It goes through so many different levels before you actually get any help [...] If you need them, they’re not there.” (C2M)

**Independent living**

Most participants wanted to continue living at home rather than moving into a facility, due to negative associations with loss of independence and freedom. “Then I’ll have lost my freedom. I don’t want to leave here. I desperately want to stay here until the bitter end.” (C7F) Participants compensated for their decreasing mobility by adapting their homes (e.g., installing grab bars or replacing furniture) or by wearing personal alarms. Robust participants also reported preventive strategies for maintaining independence, including staying physically active in and around the house, following a healthy diet, taking on mental challenges (e.g., puzzles and reading), and performing volunteer work. Some participants found it difficult to define what they needed to remain living at home, expressing hope that they would receive care and support if needed.

**Decreasing social interaction**

Almost all of the participants stressed the importance of social contact, although there were differences in the number and quality of social relationships. “Look, we do have social contact [...] it’s very, very important [...] you can’t cope without it. That’s what we’ve found.” (C1F)

The robust participants retained social contacts by participating in clubs, volunteering, or sharing hobbies and activities, thereby stimulating a sense of usefulness. In contrast, frail participants and, even more so, those with complex care needs, experienced changes in their relationships due to their physical impairments or illness, or due to the death of friends. “And then someone else is gone, and then you have even more to cope with. And it hits you hard; it’s hit me hard [...] The companionship that was gone. [...] You can’t go and enjoy that person’s company any more, however much you would like to.” (F3M) These two categories of participants also expressed a desire for more company and fun; they wanted to “get out,” (e.g. going on outings with their partners, visiting the garden center, or taking vacations).

Social interaction also differed between participants who were living alone and those who were living with partners. The latter reported less need for social contact, new or otherwise,
because they still had their spouses and spent most of the day together. “We are still able to manage. We like to go out together, we do everything together.” (R14M) Participants whose partners were deceased felt a great sense of loss and found it difficult to get out to meet others.

**Loss of control**

All of the participants reported a desire to stay in control, and they considered it important to determine their own daily living schedules. Participants who received care and support from multiple and frequently changing caregivers felt a loss of control. “I’ve seen so many faces […]. If you happen to be the first in line, then it’s early, but if you’re the last, then you’re last in line. It changes a lot.” (C6M)

Loss of control was also reflected in the themes mentioned above. For example, one participant’s fear of becoming dependent stemmed from the assumption that dependency would lead to the loss of freedom and the ability to control what one does and when one does it. “To be in control, because once you become dependent on someone else, your life isn’t the better for it.” (F3M) Participants who became housebound because of problems with using their assistive devices (e.g., rollators, wheelchairs) experienced a profound loss of control. “Because I can’t get away from here at all. I can’t get in the elevator with the rollator. And I can’t get back up if I go downstairs […] I’ve already managed to get the elevator really stuck [with the wheelchair]. My caregiver told me, ‘Don’t do it again.’ It makes you nervous. So I’m literally a bit shut in here.” (C7F)

**Fears**

Participants experienced a variety of fears related to the expected and emerging consequences of aging. These fears were intertwined throughout the aforementioned themes. Frequently mentioned fears were largely related to deteriorating health and mobility problems (e.g., fear of falling). Furthermore, some participants postponed the use of assistive devices, as they feared feeling old and disabled. Others often mentioned fears related to becoming dependent on others, with the associated fear of becoming a burden to others and losing their freedom. The interviews also revealed that all of the participants feared losing control and freedom upon moving into an institutional setting, and they therefore wanted to age in place.
Experiences with Embrace
We found clear differences in the experiences of Embrace care and support between the participants from the three different profiles. These differences corresponded to the different care-intensity levels corresponding to the three different profiles. For the frail participants and those with complex care needs, the case manager embodied Embrace: the case managers supported, monitored, informed, and encouraged them. In contrast, robust participants reported being informed and encouraged by the Embrace group approach.

Relationship with the case manager
The relationships between participants and their case managers were based on equality and confidentiality; both aspects were seen as conditional for achieving productive interactions.

Equality
The participants perceived their relationships with their case managers as being based on mutual equality. Their opinions were important, and they felt in charge. “I think she’s a friendly woman, and she’s on a level with you rather than looking down at you, and that alone is worth a lot. And she talks like we do [in dialect], and she’s very down to earth. We say she’s a good one, and, as my husband says, we wouldn’t want to be without her.” (C1F) The participants reported that their case managers took their personal preferences into account (e.g., in scheduling visits). “Well she always asks ‘What time can I come?’ or ‘Does that suit you?’” (F4F) In contrast, the participants reported that other healthcare professionals tended to visit when it suited their own schedules.

Confidentiality
Participants attached considerable importance to confidentiality in their relationships with their case managers, which had become even more confidential over time. They trusted that their case managers would not pass on information and that they could tell them anything. In fact, some participants were more likely to confide in their case managers than they were to confide in their own children or general practitioners. “I don’t tell my children everything either. In that respect, I’m quite closed. But I’ve taken her [the case manager] into my confidence and I tell her everything. Then you’ve got someone you can tell it to, haven’t you? And it doesn’t go any further.” (C5M)
Interactions
Participants perceived their interactions with Embrace professionals in several ways. They felt that they were supported, monitored, informed, and encouraged by Embrace, although the content of these interactions depended upon their profiles.

Being supported
Frail participants and those with complex care needs felt supported by their case managers. They found them highly supportive in many ways. They discussed problems with the case managers, talked about the future, and formulated plans for healthcare and other issues. Participants found it comforting that their case managers provided advice, “always knew what to do,” and were “always ready to help.” Almost all of the participants reported that they could contact their case managers if needed. “It’s as if you’ve got some support […] I don’t want to put her [the case manager] on a pedestal, but she’s a real pillar of strength for us.” (C1F) In addition, some participants valued the fact that their case managers also provided emotional support. They felt reassured by the words of their case managers. “As far as empathy is concerned, she’s fantastic. And the emotional support that she gives… Her words are such a help. ‘We’ll never, ever turn our backs on you,’ she says.” (C2M) Case managers also provided social support, as their visits were enjoyable. One participant even said that it would be like “missing a friend” (C7F) if the case manager were to stop visiting her. Finally, participants received practical support from the case managers, who arranged various solutions (e.g., wheelchairs or volunteers for help with computers).

Being monitored
Frail participants and those with complex care needs were monitored by their case managers. They found it comforting that the same person visited regularly. They were able to discuss their situations with their case managers, who visited them once a month, to the participants’ satisfaction. “Anything we tell her she brings up again the next time. […] Without being prompted, but she’s aware of it. […] And it’s the small things, but she takes good note of them.” (C1M) In addition, participants with complex care needs found it reassuring that their case managers were in close contact with their general practitioners and that they had regular meetings. “Yes, she then says ‘I’ve spoken to the doctor and he thought this or he thought that’. Yes, we’re being looked after, I do have that feeling.” (C2M)
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Being informed
Participants felt that they were being informed in various ways. The case managers played a crucial role in providing information to the frail participants and those with complex care needs. In contrast, robust participants received information on care and support options primarily during the Embrace community meetings, along with the other participants.

Participants with case managers regarded these professionals as “walking encyclopedias,” and they were able to discuss all kinds of issues with them. Most conversations tended to center on such ordinary practical matters as current health, diet, medication, care and support, assistive devices, family, and social support. “The [case manager] is a real source of information for us. We regularly have questions about one thing or the other, and she tries to find answers for us. And she follows up on it too.” (C1F)

The robust participants who attended the Embrace community meetings said that the information fair had provided them with useful information on care and support possibilities in their communities, as well as on clubs, volunteering, and the consequences of aging. “You try to prevent things as much as possible, but I think that if something… if something were to happen to us, we’d know where we could get help. […] A booklet containing all the information, I hang onto that. […] I got it that morning [Embrace community meeting].” (R18F)

In addition, at the start of the intervention, the robust participants had received cards containing information on how to contact their Elderly Care Teams if necessary, although none of them could remember receiving such a card. The majority were also unaware that they could receive care and support from the Elderly Care Team, and that their general practitioners also belonged to this team.

Being encouraged
Participants received encouragement largely from their personal case managers and during the community meetings. Frail participants and those with complex care needs received suggestions from their case managers to participate in social activities (e.g. courses or the Embrace community meetings). “For example, she [the case manager] brought me a leaflet. Because there are computer lessons for seniors here in Stadskaan, ‘And that’s just what you need,’ she said.” (C2M) Some of those who attended the Embrace community meetings became inspired to participate in social activities. “A dietician was there and [told us about] all that they do for the elderly. And we were all given leaflets to take home. They also take trips every now and then. […] I went with someone I know.” (F4F) The robust participants were
also encouraged to engage in activities during the Embrace community meetings. For some participants, the community meetings offered a good opportunity to meet other people. “I’d like them [Embrace community meetings] to be held more often. [...] Just getting to know people makes them worthwhile.” (R10F)

Feeling in control, safe, and secure
The support, monitoring, information, and encouragement that the participants received helped them to feel in control and provided them with a feeling of safety and security. This was especially the case regarding the participants with a case manager. “I find it a great reassurance that she [case manager] says ‘We’re here if you need us.” (C2M) The participants made decisions in cooperation with their case managers, which increased their sense of being in control. In addition, participants were encouraged to participate in society, which also added to their sense of being in control. The participants also indicated that regular visits by a trustworthy case manager gave them the feeling that they were being monitored. The participants, including the robust participants, also knew what to do in case of emergency, which provided a sense of safety and security. “If there’s anything I don’t know, I always talk about it with her.” (F12M)

DISCUSSION
This study is the first qualitative study to investigate whether an integrated care model based on the Chronic Care Model (CCM) like Embrace is indeed patient-centered and adapted to the needs of the older population. Interviews showed that participants feared increasing dependency and loss of control due to aging. The interviews also revealed that Embrace had contributed to the participant’s ability to cope with those fears and that it helped them to feel in control, safe, and secure. The results are presented in two models on 1) the experiences with aging (Figure 2) and 2) the experiences with integrated care (Figure 3). The models represent findings of our study supplemented with findings from the literature. We also compare our findings with the CCM.

Experiences with aging
Participants reported struggling with various fears related to the consequences of aging (whether actual or expected). As their health deteriorated, their dependency increased, they became less socially integrated, and they developed a sense that they were losing
control and becoming dependent on care and assistive devices. Participants who were in generally good health and were not receiving care and support expressed fears concerning these negative effects. These findings are indicated by the black, solid arrows in the first model (Figure 2). The findings from our study are confirmed in the literature, and they can be extended by additional findings from other studies (Figure 2, dotted arrows). This will be explained in the following paragraphs.

Aging can lead to several downward loops due to a deteriorating health status. The first loop that is presented in the model on consequences of aging includes the components “deteriorating health”, “increasing dependency”, and “loss of control” (Figure 2, loop 1). The negative relationship between increasing age and decreasing perceived control has been extensively documented. Health status can be a contributing factor, as confirmed in our study. According to our results, being frail – and thus being more dependent on
others – reduces the sense of being in control, as previously reported by Ellefsen and colleagues. In turn, this loss of control may have severe negative effects on an individual’s health condition. Moreover, lower perceived control may increase service usage, thus intensifying the sense of dependency.

Two other loops that are displayed in the first model include the component “decreasing social interaction” (Figure 2, loops 2a/b). All participants stressed the importance of social interaction, but many experienced a narrowing of their social network. For the frail participants and those with complex care needs in our study, this was largely due to their own physical limitations and illnesses or to the illness and death of friends and family. In addition, participants who were living alone – especially those who were widowed – experienced less social contact. This corroborates past research, which associates living alone with an increased risk of social isolation and loneliness (Figure 2, loop 2a). The shrinking of social networks may have negative effects, as social support is positively related to health status and well-being. Moreover, social resources and support are important preconditions for remaining independent of professional support (Figure 2, loop 2b), which may positively influence someone’s sense of control.

One recurring issue reported by participants in relation to the consequences of aging concerned the experience of various fears. For example, almost all of the participants expressed a fear of becoming dependent on others, with the associated fear of becoming a burden to others. This is consistent with other studies. One major fear involved being admitted to a nursing home or home for the elderly, as this was perceived as reflecting a loss of freedom and control. This finding also mirrors results available in the literature. Another fear involved falling, which is known to be a common fear in older adults. Nevertheless, some participants were reluctant to use assistive devices, as they feared feeling old and disabled, even though such devices could reduce the risk of falling. Such reluctance has been shown to be common across older adults.

Moreover, the smaller loops form one big loop: the downward spiral of aging. It is therefore not surprising that many Western societies – trying to reform their healthcare systems – focus on health promotion and disease prevention. By implementing population-based integrated care models, like Embrace, they attempt to prevent the occurrence of these loops by providing preventive, proactive, and patient-centered care.
Experiences with integrated care

With regard to the second research question, the interviews demonstrated that patient-centered, integrated care and support had enhanced the participants’ ability to cope with the fears associated with aging. Four types of interactions – being supported, being monitored, being informed, and being encouraged – provided participants with a sense of being in control and of being safe and secure. These findings – which are all supported by the literature – are summarized in the second model by the black, solid arrows (Figure 3), and will be explained in the following paragraphs in relation to the CCM – as this model was the basis for the development Embrace.

The four types of interactions that we found in this study are at the level of the “productive interactions” between an “informed, activated patient” and a “prepared, proactive practice team” as described in the CCM. Wagner et al. define “productive interactions” as interactions during which the team continuously monitors the status of the patient and takes action when needed (“being monitored” in our model) and supports patients to self-manage their problems (“being supported” and “being encouraged”). In addition, participants felt “being informed,” which may provide further opportunities to establish productive interactions.
Participants reported experiencing their relationships with their case managers as being characterized by equality and confidentiality. Such relationships seem to be a prerequisite for the interactions to be productive. The literature shows that trust and confidence are prerequisites for successful case management interventions. Furthermore, repeated contacts and a person-centered approach can facilitate the relationships between case managers and their clients. Our findings corroborate this. The strong relationships that participants experienced may in particular be due to the frequent visits of case managers and their individual-needs approach.

In contrast to the participants who had case managers, the robust participants received a low-intensity group intervention. They experienced two major types of interactions: they felt better-informed concerning options for care and support, and they felt that they were being encouraged to engage in social activities. These interactions were probably mainly due to the Self-management support and prevention program of Embrace, including community meetings and newsletters. It is an operationalization of the “Self-management support” element of the CCM. These activities are important facilitators for promoting health and maintaining the capacity for self-management.

The results of participation in Embrace, as experienced by participants, can be categorized into two themes: “feeling in control” and “feeling safe and secure.” These results are at the level of the “Improved outcomes” as assumed in the CCM. With regard to the first theme, participants experienced increased feelings of being in control due to interactions within Embrace. As long as people are capable of making their own decisions – as stimulated and supported in Embrace – they are able to feel in control, even while being dependent on others. In addition, being well-informed can lead to an increased sense of being in control. Good communication and information provision can also improve patient involvement, which is one of the key concepts of patient-centered care.

The second theme concerns the increased feelings of safety and security. These improvements were experienced primarily by frail participants and those with complex care needs, due to the involvement of their case managers. The regular visits, the confidential relationship, and the information provided played a particularly important role in strengthening the sense of safety and security for these participants. This is consistent with earlier literature, which also demonstrates that perceived health is related to a sense of security. The lack of a reported increase in such feelings by the robust participants is not surprising, as they were generally healthy and reported having relatively strong social networks. Although the participants did not state this explicitly, the literature suggests that
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sharing information on the consequences of aging and on options for care and support (as was done during the Embrace community meetings) can reduce feelings of uncertainty.61

From the literature, it is known that “feeling in control” and “feeling safe and secure” are closely related and mutually reinforcing concepts. This is indicated by the dotted arrow in the second model. Feeling in control is considered essential to feeling secure.59 Alternatively, a sense of security can help individuals to feel that they are in control, as observed by the care recipients in the study conducted by Petersson and colleagues.60

The two models compared
Comparison of the two models indicates that Embrace meets the needs of older adults and that it is indeed patient-centered. Due to aging, the participants felt insecure and feared increasing dependency and loss of control. Embrace appears to have reduced these negative feelings by providing support and by monitoring, informing, and encouraging the participants. This enhanced their sense of control, safety, and security, which are important conditions for being able to age in place – the main goal of Embrace.

Strengths and limitations
The strengths of this study include the involvement of a diverse group of participants through the application of the maximum-variation sampling technique.34 Furthermore, opinions on Embrace, if known in advance, were not taken into account during the recruitment process, and data saturation was achieved.

One potential weakness of the study is that some older adults had difficulty reflecting on their experiences with Embrace. This might have been due to their frailty or mild memory problems or because they (like their entire generation) were not used to expressing their experiences and feelings. Nevertheless, the interviewers were able to obtain clear answers to their questions during the interviews, and the analyses of the interviews produced a clear response to the research questions.

Implications
Additional research is needed to confirm and further develop the two models presented in this paper. For example, our findings on the effects of aging as represented in the first model should be confirmed in studies on older participants who receive other types
of care. Future research should also address the possibility of self-management support and preventive interventions for the robust older population. Our results support the expectation that an integrated model of elderly care can be beneficial to robust older adults. To date, however, most research on self-management support interventions has focused on patients with chronic conditions or on frail patients. Further investigation is also needed with regard to the best ways to communicate with this specific older population, as most robust participants only mentioned the Embrace community meetings when talking about the support received by Embrace. They were unaware of the other care and support options offered by the Elderly Care Teams. Lastly, our findings show that this qualitative study may give a clear insight into the experiences of participants with integrated care. Therefore, future randomized controlled trials on integrated care models could similarly use qualitative research to act as a “translator” for understanding the implementation and context of the trial and may help to contextualize the findings of the trial.

Based on our findings, professionals should be aware of the fears that might be experienced by older adults, and they should anticipate these fears in the course of providing care and support. They should nevertheless bear in mind that some fears might not be realistic. For example, the fear of losing control by moving to an institutional setting is questionable, as the security of living in a care home might enhance the ability of older adults to feel in control (as compared to receiving care services in their own homes). In addition, professionals should realize that some clients are afraid of feeling old and handicapped. This can cause them to be reluctant to use assistive devices, even if these tools could help them live at home for longer and improve their sense of security. In addition, the fear of feeling handicapped can lead to social exclusion when people choose not to access resources or participate in activities. Professionals should therefore focus on providing good information on aging and on explaining the advantages and disadvantages of potential interventions, as this could decrease feelings of uncertainty and concern.

Finally, geriatric care professionals and their managers should become aware of the importance of the role of case management in the care and support of older adults. A strong and continuous relationship between a professional and a client can provide greater insight into the client’s situation, and it is a precondition for organizing patient-centered care. Managers should therefore allow sufficient time and space for the professionals involved to invest in building strong relationships with their clients.
Conclusion
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first qualitative study to explore the experiences of older adults with an integrated care model based on the CCM. The present study enhances existing understanding regarding what the consequences of aging mean to older adults and whether – and to what extent – their needs and wishes can be met through integrated care services such as those provided by Embrace. Our findings suggest that the prospect of becoming dependent and losing control is a key concept in the lives of older adults. The findings also demonstrate that an integrated and patient-centered model based on the CCM – like Embrace – can help participants to stay in control, even if they are dependent on others. Moreover, such a program may help participants to feel safer and more secure, in contrast to the fears of increasing dependency associated with the standard care system. Our results confirm the patient-centered character of integrated care models like Embrace, even for robust older adults.
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### Supporting Information

#### S1 Table • COREQ Checklist

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Guide questions/description</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Domain 1: Research team and reflexivity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Personal Characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Interviewer/facilitator</td>
<td>Which authors conducted the interview or focus group?</td>
<td>ASF and KS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Credentials</td>
<td>What were the researcher’s credentials? E.g. PhD, MD</td>
<td>ASF – PhD; KS – MSc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Occupation</td>
<td>What was their occupation at the time of the study?</td>
<td>KS – Researcher and communication advisor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Was the researcher male or female?</td>
<td>ASF and KS are both female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Experience and training</td>
<td>What experience or training did the researcher have?</td>
<td>KS – has experience with applied qualitative health research and training in qualitative research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Relationship with participants</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Relationship established</td>
<td>Was a relationship established prior to study commencement?</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Participant knowledge of the interviewer</td>
<td>What did the participants know about the researcher? e.g. personal goals, reasons for doing the research</td>
<td>Interviewers introduced themselves to the participants and provided information on the background and aim of the study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Interviewer characteristics</td>
<td>What characteristics were reported about the interviewer/facilitator? e.g. Bias, assumptions, reasons and interests in the research topic</td>
<td>The interviewers provided information on the purpose of the interview to the participants prior to the interview.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Domain 2: Study design</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Methodological orientation and Theory</td>
<td>What methodological orientation was stated to underpin the study? e.g. grounded theory, discourse analysis, ethnography, phenomenology, content analysis</td>
<td>Grounded theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Participant selection</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Sampling</td>
<td>How were participants selected? e.g. purposive, convenience, consecutive, snowball</td>
<td>Maximum-variation sampling was applied.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Method of approach</td>
<td>How were participants approached? e.g. face-to-face, telephone, mail, email</td>
<td>Frail participants and participants with complex care needs were selected and invited by telephone by their case manager. Robust participants were recruited face-to-face by project managers of Embrace during the Embrace community meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Sample size</td>
<td>How many participants were in the study?</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Non-participation</td>
<td>How many people refused to participate or dropped out? Reasons?</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Domain 3: analysis and findings

#### Data analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Guide questions/description</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Number of data coders</td>
<td>How many data coders coded the data?</td>
<td>Three</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Description of the coding tree</td>
<td>Did authors provide a description of the coding tree?</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Derivation of themes</td>
<td>Were themes identified in advance or derived from the data?</td>
<td>Themes were derived from the data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>What software, if applicable, was used to manage the data?</td>
<td>Kwalitan 6.0 software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Participant checking</td>
<td>Did participants provide feedback on the findings?</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Reporting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Guide questions/description</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Quotations presented</td>
<td>Were participant quotations presented to illustrate the themes/findings? Was each quotation identified? e.g. participant number</td>
<td>Quotations are provided and identified with a code referring to the first letter of the profile; the number of the interview and gender.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Data and findings consistent</td>
<td>Was there consistency between the data presented and the findings?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Clarity of major themes</td>
<td>Were major themes clearly presented in the findings?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Clarity of minor themes</td>
<td>Is there a description of diverse cases or discussion of minor themes?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
S1 FILE • Interview excerpts

I: interviewer
P: participant
PF: participant female
PM: participant male
PP: partner participant

Quotes from the manuscript are in italics and grey colored.

C1M/C1F

“Anything we tell her she brings up again the next time. [...] Without being prompted, but she’s aware of it. [...] And it’s the small things, but she takes good note of them.” (C1M)

I: Okay, and what happens then, once she comes?
P: Then we talk about how it’s going with... with uhm... well, with my husband, his legs were swollen and... and... and how I’m doing. I don’t want to (unintelligible) things. (stutters) well, and then we tell her some things and, also anything special. (unintelligible) got the wheelchair going. I think it’s necessary. [...] I: And you had discussed this with [the case manager] first. 
P: Yes, yeah and [the case manager] said, this was going to happen, and we need to find another, but look uhm, uhm, yeah [the case manager], she, she, she’s just a normal girl, and uhm, uhm (stutters) to each own. (unintelligible) all of that up and running. 
P: Really? 
I: Okay, could you give me an example of what you talk about with her?

“I think she’s a friendly woman, and she’s on a level with you rather than looking down at you, and that alone is worth a lot. And she talks like we do [in dialect], and she’s very down to earth. We say she’s a good one, and, as my husband says, we wouldn’t want to be without her.” (C1F)
truth. That uhm, I say maybe there’s something like that, well not for us, but for someone else, you know. That’s uhm, uhm, well uhm, now that’s helpful to you.

I: No, but I’m obviously looking for something like, you know. If we weren’t doing this, what would people be doing without?

PF: Well, now. [...] No, you see, no, I just want to say uhm. I don’t want to put her [the case manager] on a pedestal, but she’s a real pillar of strength for us. Right, [husband]?

PM: Yes. If we have a problem, then uhm, then you really do want to talk with [the case manager].

Like that, you know. And, and, she always has an answer, or, or, not, but yeah, she usually does.

“[The case manager] is a real source of information for us. We regularly have questions about one thing or the other, and she tries to find answers for us. And she follows up on it too.” (C1F)

I: Okay, and uhm, if you think about everything that [the case manager] has been able to do in the past year. What has she done for you?

PF: I’d say a whole lot and nothing – kind of an odd thing to say, isn’t it? Yes, it could be that we just didn’t think about it, but, no, I can’t think of anything right off the bat, but the [case manager] is a real source of information for us. We regularly have questions about one thing or the other, and she tries to find answers for us. And she follows up on it too.

“Look, we do have social contact […] it’s very, very important […] you can’t cope without it. That’s what we’ve found.” (C1F)

PF: That too, and that, that niece, drops by every afternoon, “Is there anything I can do for you?” If there’s anything uhm that needs to be done, on a ladder or something, you know.

And we also had acquaintances, they’d say “I have one of those tools. I’ll leave it here. When I leave to come here, my husband can’t climb a ladder anymore, “Is there anything else that…that….what needs to be done?” You see, it’s nice and all, but look, yeah, look [unintelligible], we’ve got so many kids. Then I tell [my husband] [unintelligible], that we’re getting even older. Look, we do have social contact […] it’s very, very important […] you can’t cope without it. That’s what we’ve found [unintelligible]. Look, we...

I: Then it would become really lonely, wouldn’t it?

PF: Then it gets, and so I say to [my husband], now, I can understand if people can’t read anymore, or something like that, and that they can’t do anything anymore. And then if you just sit around every day without anything to do. […]

C2M

“Yes, she then says ‘I’ve spoken to the doctor and he thought this or he thought that’. Yes, we’re being looked after, I do have that feeling.”

“It goes through so many different levels before you actually get any help […] If you need them, they’re not there.”

I: And uhm, [the case manager] and the GP and uhm, they consult with each other.

P: Yes. [The case manager] has a good contact with [the GP].

I: Okay, and do you tell, does she tell you about it too?

P: Yes, she then says, “I’ve spoken to the doctor and he thought this or he thought that.” Yes, we’re being looked after, I do have that feeling.

I: And do you think that the cooperation between uhm...

P: Yes, the cooperation is good, but, yeah. I keep thinking about the time, from when we were still living on the [name street]…then we also had some kind of senior services. But then there was, on Thursday in that house, a really big house with a really big room, they always had meetings with all of those aid workers. And then they’d have a coffee break, and I’d say, “Come on. Make these people do their jobs. Make these people do something in people’s homes.” Not every – you do have to meet once a month or so – but they had these coffee parties every Thursday at the, at the government is so big, isn’t it?

I: What do you mean?

P: It goes through so many different levels before you actually get any help. And, and it really shouldn’t be like that.

I: And, and what kind of levels?

P: Well, the municipality, for example. First, you have to, if you need help…you have to go to the municipality first. Then a lady from the municipality comes by. And that lady consults with someone else…When it got to the point that we really needed help. Then, she was nothing (?) and I was (pretends to be short of breath), we needed help right away. The first time we got any help was four weeks later. Now, that’s when I said, “That’s just like them, isn’t it? If you need them, they’re not there.

I: No. And do you feel like it’s still that way? Now that you’re participating in Embrace?

P: Now I, I depend on [the case manager]. Uh, “One phone call,” she says, and you get the help you need. “Do you mean that, [case manager]?” “Yes. You can count on it.” Well, now, I really like, I really liked that about [the case manager]. I always enjoy it. Would you like a cup of coffee?

“As far as empathy is concerned, she’s fantastic. […] And the emotional support that she gives… Her words are such a help. ‘We’ll never, ever turn our backs on you,’ she says.”

I: No, and what’s it like when, uhm, [the case manager] comes here, what uhm… Can you tell me a bit more about that?

P: Well, then…, yeah, she, she obviously asks how we’re doing. And then I can tell her that my wife is getting worse, because the end is near, that’s what our housekeeper says as well. “I’ve been working here for a year now,” she says, “And in that year, I can see that your wife has gotten worse.”
I: Yes, and what does that mean for you?
P: Well, that I’m worried about her. Yes, Because, uhmm, yeah, if something were to happen to me suddenly, and I’ve said this [the case manager] too, then someone would have to come help my wife right away. Then she’d have to, yeah, she can’t remain at home. [...]  
I: Yes. Exactly. And, uhmm, when [the case manager] is here, here uhmm, is your wife present as well?  
P: That’s what I said. [The case manager] usually comes on Wednesday. And then my wife is at the [daycare center], coincidentally yesterday, Tuesday. And then she said, “She’s a nice lady.” I said, “Yes. I think so too.” Yes, and [the case manager] is nothing but helpful.  
I: Great.  
P: And also uhmm, yeah, also uhmm, what oh, as far as empathy is concerned, she’s fantastic. But yeah, that’s just it, isn’t it? And the emotional support that she gives… Her words are such a help. ‘We’ll never, ever turn our backs on you,’ she says. If there’s an emergency, our neighbor will also help us to make arrangements. Because if something were to happen to me, well, she wouldn’t be able to arrange anything; my wife can’t make any arrangements. [...]  

“For example, she [the case manager] brought me a leaflet. Because there are computer lessons for seniors here in Stadskanaal, ‘And that’s just what you need,’ she said.”  
I: Yes. Exactly, because uhmm. Could you tell me a bit more about that, what do you think of Embrace?  
P: Uh well, the, the contact with [the case manager] and [case manager dementia], maybe you know them as well?  
I: No, not personally.  
P: Well, they’re good. [The case manager] comes once every four weeks, and my wife just happens to have gone on the bus to the daycare center. And then we have a nice chat, and then she takes care of things for me. For example, she [the case manager] brought me a leaflet. Because there are computer lessons for seniors here in Stadskanaal, “And that’s just what you need,” she said. A while ago, she had already sent me a volunteer. And that volunteer came one time, and then he got sick. He said, “I’ll come again when I’m better,” but he never came back. He was also, yeah, a rather odd man, but, yeah, I wish he’d been able to come back.  
I: Yes, because what, what uhmm, did that volunteer do for you?  
P: He, he, he, he helped me with the computer.  
I: Okay, yes.  
P: I said, “That works out well,” because yeah, [the case manager] worked that out.  
I: Great.  
P: But [the case manager] thought it was a shame, because uhmm, she says, “Now, there’s going to be a class for seniors soon in [town], at the library. You ought to go to that.” Because I’m 88, ma’am, and yeah, I can, I can uhmm do email, and I can look at my budget at the bank.  
I: Now, that’s uhmm  
P: And I can also make payments with it, but I can’t do much else.  
I: No. Now, that’s really uhmm…  
P: That’s a lot, but maybe I could learn a few other things. And then, if you do something, and then sometimes everything on the computer disappears, and then I don’t know how to get it back. Perhaps they could help me with that, or not.  

“I find it a great reassurance that she [case manager] says ‘We’re here if you need us.’”  
I: (laughs) and do you ever tell other people about Embrace? Do you ever talk about it?  
P: Yes, I do. My neighbor here, and [friends] also know about it. But they had good guidance too, [my friends].  
I: Because they’re participating as well?  
P: No, I don’t know if they’re participating in it, but they did have good guidance. Also from uhmm… that was also a [case manager dementia]. I don’t know if you know him. He comes to see them regularly.  
I: And do you say about it? When you talk about it?  
P: When I talk about it? What I say to [my friend].  
I: About Embrace.  
P: Now, that we still haven’t had to call on you very much. No, you come and talk, and give advice, and that’s it. And that’s fine with me. I don’t need anything else for the time being. I find it a great reassurance that she [case manager] says “We’re here if you need us.” That time with [the hospital] and the municipality, I had to wait for four weeks. I said, “We’ll be dead and buried by then.” And it would be a shame that my wife wouldn’t have anyone to take care of her. Because that’s the first place, you know.

F3M  
“No, what will be, will be. [...] Luckily, we don’t know what the future will bring.”  
I: If you could sum it up, what does participating in Embrace mean for you?  
P: [...] That I want to keep up with this, to see what’s yet to come.  
I: Okay, and do you have an idea of what you might be able to expect?  
P: No, what will be, will be. [...] Luckily, we don’t know what the future will bring.  

“And then someone else is gone, and then you have even more to cope with. And it hits you hard; it’s hit me hard [...] The companionship that was gone. [...] You can’t go and enjoy that person’s company any more, however much you would like to.”  
I: And were things a bit worse in the past year? Has there been a change in your health?  
P: Yes, particularly in the last... two years or so.  
I: What’s changed? Can you describe it?
P: Yes, it was about three years ago. We were still together.
I: Okay, when was it that your wife passed away?
P: It was the second of February.
I: This year?
P: Yes.
I: Oh, it hasn’t been that long. My condolences.
P: Yes. She was also 84. We were only six weeks apart. And so you just build that up, that you’re going to be taking over everything. And then someone else is gone, and then you have even more to cope with. And it hits you hard; it’s hit me hard.
I: That you keep having to do more?
P: Yes, that too, but also in a physical way, you know.
I: And also that you’re now living alone?
P: Uh, yes, that too, but I don’t mind being alone.
I: Really?
P: In that regard, yes. I’m fine with being alone.
I: What hit you so hard, then?
P: The companionship that was gone. She was like a (unintelligible, ray of sunshine?), and I was always very cheerful. People don’t believe it, but we did have a few quarrels every now and then, but we never really had a fight; that just never happened.
I: That you keep having to do more?
P: Yes, that too, but also in a physical way, you know.
I: And also that you’re now living alone?
P: Uh, yes, that too, but I don’t mind being alone.
I: Really?
P: In that regard, yes. I’m fine with being alone.
I: What hit you so hard, then?
P: The companionship that was gone. She was like a (unintelligible, ray of sunshine?), and I was always very cheerful. People don’t believe it, but we did have a few quarrels every now and then, but we never really had a fight; that just never happened.
I: Great.
P: Yes. It was like we were two peas in a pod. Yes, exactly, exactly.
I: And the two of you lived here together?
P: Yes.
I: How long have you been living here now?
P: ...Seven years. So uhm...
I: And you say, “In the last two years, my health has been changing gradually.”
P: Yes.
I: And what has been changing exactly? You said that it was physical.
P: Yes, you could say that. Because (laughs) I’m a pretty big guy, I am. But I can no longer do anything that requires any strength or things like that. My body has thus lost all its strength.
I: Yes, exactly. That’s just happened in the past few years.
P: Right, uhm well yes, the last few years. And it’s going to keep getting worse. And you notice it. That you think when the weather is nice, then you think, “Okay, fellas, you ought to be able to do it.” Then I do take my cane with me, and I might walk toward [the city], but I don’t get any farther than the crossing.
I: Yes, I see, several hundred yards.
P: Right, and then that’s it. And so what do you do? At that point, you can’t just pick yourself up and keep going. No, you just go back. You can’t go and enjoy that person’s company any more, however much you would like to. [...]

“...To be in control, because once you become dependent on someone else, your life isn’t the better for it.”

I: If you look at your life like that, do you feel that you’re able to decide for yourself how your life is going to be?
P: ... Up to this point, yes...Yes, up to this point. If I may say so myself, I still don’t let anyone tell me which way to go.
I: Is that important to you?
P: To be in control, because once you become dependent on someone else, your life isn’t the better for it.
I: ... Because you’re able to manage it on your own, you have your own uhm...
P: Here you go.
I: Your own direction, as we say.
P: Right, that’s it exactly. That you’re still able to do as you please.

F4F

“Well, I want to do [clean out] the cabinets; I really want to get it done. It all needs to be sorted out, but I can’t do that either. It makes me a bit angry with myself.”

I: And you just now said that you, that you’re not so happy because...
P: Well I want to do [clean out] the cabinets; I really want to get it done. It all needs to be sorted out, but I can’t do that either. It makes me a bit angry with myself.
I: (laughs)
P: But yeah, that doesn’t help either. Well, it’ll be okay eventually. I have different medications again, and I’ve not them for very long, so I think I’ll make it.
I: And are there other things that you wish you could do? Or that you’d like to change?
P: ... Well, yes, change. Now, sometimes I, like I sometimes used to have, I had various things to look forward to. Going there, and there, and now I sometimes think, why don’t I just stay right here at home. But then I do go, I think, because you do have to get out once in a while. If that’s due to getting old, I don’t know. I’ve noticed it about myself.

“A dietician was there and [told us about] all that they do for the elderly. And we were all given leaflets to take home. They also take trips every now and then. [...] I went with someone I know.”

I: Yes, that’s absolutely fine...And if I’m not mistaken, you have one of [the case managers’] appointment cards, is that right? A contact card.
P: Yes, I have a card with her telephone number, and if there’s a problem or anything, I can just call her. But I’ve never had to call her; so that’s worked out well so far.
Experiences of older adults receiving integrated care

I: Yes, and would you do it if you had to? Would you call her?
P: Now, I think so. Yes, I think I would. We recently went to one of those [?] places. She gave me a note, you know, "You could go too." About everything as well uhm, a dietician was there and [told us about] all that they do for the elderly. And we were all given leaflets to take home. They also take trips every now and then with a van, they go places. And that’s supposed to be really nice. Now, I didn’t know anything about that, I went with someone I know.

I: And how was it?
P: Now, it was quite enjoyable. Yes, and you pick up new ideas.

I: And those brochures, did [the case manager] give them to you?
P: No, we got them there. There were all of these booths, you know. You could even have a bite to eat, but I didn’t do that.

I: And how did you know about that?
P: Well, [the case manager] gave me a note that said it was there. And then, then I ran into her there, and she said, "Well, golly, you’re here too," and I said, "Indeed," and I thought, "It must really be important."

I: Yes, that’s nice. And did you go there alone, or did you go together?
P: No, with someone I know.

"Well she always asks ‘What time can I come?’ or ‘Does that suit you?’"

I: That’s enough. Good. And the time that she [the case manager] is here, do you think it’s long enough?
P: Well she always asks ‘What time can I come?’ or ‘Does that suit you?’

I: Okay. And how long is she here?
P: About an hour, I guess, and sometimes a bit longer.

PP: Never more than an hour, right.

I: And how did you know about that?
P: Well, [the case manager] gave me a note that said it was there. And then, then I ran into her there, and she said, "Well, golly, you’re here too," and I said, "Indeed," and I thought, "It must really be important."

I: Yes, that’s nice. And did you go there alone, or did you go together?
P: No, with someone I know.

I: And do you feel a bit safe, here in your home?
P: Certainly. I’m not afraid here at all…There’s always the chance that something, that there could be a fire or something like that. But this housing isn’t really suited to people with disabilities. You can’t get through the front door with a rollator, and they’ve got those high speed bumps at the back of the house. They’re so high that you can’t go there at all with your mobility scooter.

I: Where do you keep it then, the mobility scooter?
P: In the garage.

I: In back?
P: Yes.

I: Okay, so the house is not really very well adapted for…

"I don’t tell my children everything either. In that respect, I’m quite closed. But I’ve taken her [the case manager] into my confidence and I tell her everything. Then you’ve got someone you can tell it to, haven’t you? And it doesn’t go any further."

I: And what do you see as the difference between the time before [the case manager] came and now that she is coming?
P: Well, just a normal conversation for a change. Like I said, I tell her everything, she knows everything, at least everything about me, you could say.

I: Okay. How does that make you feel?
P: Yeah, I feel…how can I say it? Yeah, I like it.

I: Is it also a relief?
P: Yes, yes it is. You have one person who you can tell everything, and you really need that. And you could tell it to your children too. The children also know everything…no, not everything. They know my, I was just talking about my PIN, the children don’t yet know my PIN either.

I: Good for you (laughs). You have to keep some things to yourself.

P: I don’t tell my children everything either. In that respect, I’m quite closed.

I: “You’re quite closed.” Yes, I think that it also has to do with age, you know, with the generation.

P: Yes, I think so too. But I’ve taken her [the case manager] into my confidence and I tell her everything. Then you’ve got someone you can tell it to, haven’t you? And it doesn’t go any further. (clock strikes)
CHAPTER 6

C6M

“I’ve seen so many faces [...]. If you happen to be the first in line, then it’s early, but if you’re the last, then you’re last in line. It changes a lot.”

I: [...] and now what I actually wanted to know first was what a normal day looks like for you.
P: What it looks like?
I: Yes. What you do on a…?
P: Now, I’ll tell you. It starts in the morning, you know. And it can change a lot; that’s just how it is, it’s related to that. Every day, the nurses come by. In the morning, they get her dressed, bathe her. And that’s how it starts, and the nicest thing is [unintelligible], as you can see, I can’t walk very well anymore. And I’ve got other problems as well, but I usually get up. I get up, and she stays in bed [...] There is a time difference. At first, they were at the door at 8:00 AM. That was a bit early for me. [...]

I: Okay. Do they usually come every morning?
P: Every morning. They’re always there.
I: And that, that’s the nurses...
P: But the time varies a lot, you know. They’re given a route [...]

I: Now, I’ll tell you. It starts in the morning, you know. And it can change a lot; that’s just how it is, it’s related to that. Every day, the nurses come by. In the morning, they get her dressed, bathe her. And that’s how it starts, and the nicest thing is [unintelligible], as you can see, I can’t walk very well anymore. And I’ve got other problems as well, but I usually get up. I get up, and she stays in bed [...] There is a time difference. At first, they were at the door at 8:00 AM. That was a bit early for me. [...]

I: Okay. Do they usually come every morning?
P: Every morning. They’re always there.
I: And that, that’s the nurses...
P: But the time varies a lot, you know. They’re given a route [...]

I: Okay. Do they usually come every morning?
P: Every morning. They’re always there.
I: And that, that’s the nurses...
P: But the time varies a lot, you know. They’re given a route [...]

C7F

“Because I can’t get away from here at all. I can’t get in the elevator with the rollator. And I can’t get back up if I go downstairs [...] I’ve already managed to get the elevator really stuck [with the wheelchair]. My caregiver told me, ‘Don’t do it again.’ It makes you nervous. So I’m literally a bit shut in here.”

I: Okay. Do people come here?
P: Certainly. Yes. Because I can’t get away from here at all. I can’t get in the elevator with the rollator. And I can’t get back up if I go downstairs [...] I can do like this in the wheelchair, but the elevator is almost never level. And then there’s so much difference, sometimes even more than that, and then I can’t get it over the edge.
I: Then you can’t manage by yourself?
P: No.
I: You need help.
P: Yes. Then there has to be someone around. I’ve already managed to get the elevator really stuck [with the wheelchair]. My caregiver told me, ‘Don’t do it again.’ It makes you nervous. So I’m literally a bit shut in here. Yes, the fact that someone comes to go with me...well, of course, my children take me out for a bit. A few times, when the weather’s been really nice, [the case manager] has taken me for a walk.
I: Oh, that’s nice. Oh, that’s great. Yes.
P: “You have to get out for a bit, you know. Shall I put your jacket on?” I said...“Do you have time for that?” “Okay, then we can talk on the way.” And that’s what we did.

“Then I’ll have lost my freedom. I don’t want to leave here. I desperately want to stay here until the bitter end.”

I: And how important is it for you to be able to give a bit of your own structure to your life?
P: Very important... [unintelligible] it’s such a nice place for me and eh...what do you call that place?
I: [Name assisted living complex 1].
P: What?
I: [Name assisted living complex 2].
P: No, [name assisted living complex 2].
I: Oh, [name assisted living complex 2], okay.
P: “The rooms there were really nice, you look out on the street, lovely.” I said, ”Now, that’s really nice.” “It’s not going to work out, is it?” she said. I said, ”No.”
I: And why not?
P: I said, ”You can find another sweet lady for it.”
I: ... and what led you to say that?
P: Then I’ll have lost my freedom. I don’t want to leave here. I desperately want to stay here until the bitter end.
I: I can imagine. After all, it’s your house.
P: Well, yes it is, but no, it’s not a nice house anymore.
I: ... But it’s home, for now.
P: Yes.

One participant even said that it would be like “missing a friend” (C7F) if the case manager were to stop visiting her.

I: Suppose that the project were to stop. What would you miss if [the case manager] stopped coming?
P: Right, then I’d have lost a friend (laughs).
I: Would you regret that?
P: Yes...I think that she’d still come by again anyway.
I: Okay. That she’d just pay a personal visit.
P: Yes. I think that. I can’t know for sure. I might be wrong [unintelligible]. Do you think that’s the way it would be?

F8F

“‘That’s what I need to get over [...] Then you really do feel disabled.’”

I: Yes. That’s right. And has [the case manager] been able to do anything else for you?
P: Now, like I said before, she does...once I was having trouble with the rollator, she had uh... requested it from the doctor’s assistant and... [...] Now, I finally got it, but I had to go through a real hassle with the Silver Cross. [The case manager] also wrote a letter. I recently wrote a long letter, explaining everything, and then they finally...paid back 79 euros.
I: And why is that? (laughs)
P: Well, it’s hard for me to use it right now.
I: And how...
P: That’s what I need to get over.
I: What do you need to get over?
P: Yeah, I don’t know, but it...yeah then you really do feel disabled. I’ll just put it that way. And that’s the point. Because if the weather’s nice, I’d be able to walk to the park. That would be really nice. But I just have to make myself do it. Then you really do feel disabled.
I: ...Do you need someone to go with you?...
P: Yes. You actually need to be pushed into doing it.
I: Right (laughs)
P: It’s true. You know, you can only rely on yourself. I’ve been alone for 27 years and so...solving all your problems on your own. You do have four children, but you can’t go to them for everything. You just don’t do that.

F9F

“I feel... I’m generally more anxious, particularly in the dark and when driving, that sort of thing.”

I: Okay, fine. How safe do you feel? You were just talking about burglary.
P: ... When we had this house built 20 years ago, we had an alarm system set up. We actually never used it, but someone broke in last year... They tried to, but at...this door, the door to the utility room, the door next to the side room, because you can see, they had installed a device. They didn’t succeed, and from that time on, we’ve been turning on the alarm system every evening.
I: Yes.
P: So I feel safe now.
I: Now, yes. And you look to see who’s at the door, that they obviously also...
P: Yes. When the doorbell rings, when it gets dark, now, I actually look through the little window all the time. [...] But it’s not just because of the burglary here, but in general, you know? I mean, when I’m leaving the [hotel] on Monday evening, after playing bridge, and it’s 11:30 PM, and it’s dark and quiet...I have to say that I’m becoming more afraid. I feel... I’m generally more anxious, particularly in the dark and when driving, that sort of thing.
I: And why is that?
P: Yeah, I don’t really know where that’s coming from. Well, I have talked about it a few times with my husband. We’ve been really frightened by the television, with everything that’s going on around the world. Not just in the Netherlands, but around the world. What those young people are doing, it’s gotten incredibly empty here, you know, and that whole mess in Haren, you know. That’s frightening. It makes you afraid, and it’s all broadcast on television and that...yeah, you have to process all of that.
I: That brings it into your own life.
P: Yes...and you can’t run like you could in the past.

R10F

“That you’re not dependent on someone else [...] because you see it here from close up: someone arrives in the morning to wash you, at lunch time to make you a hot meal and wash up again, and then in the evening to get you ready for bed. I hate the idea of that.”

I: Yes, exactly... And do you feel as if you can structure your own day?
P: Come again?
I: Do you feel as if you can decide for yourself what you are going to do during the day?
P: Oh, yes.
I: Yes.
P: It’s all up to me.
I: And how important is that to you?
P: Very important. That you’re not dependent on someone else that makes a big difference. And... because you see it here from close up: someone arrives in the morning to wash you, at lunch time to make you a hot meal and wash up again, and then in the evening to get you ready for bed. I hate the idea of that. Yes, indeed.
"Just my daughter [...]. She often comes on a Wednesday afternoon. [...] If any forms need filling out, she does all that for me. [...] Because you can’t always figure it out by yourself. Although I’ve only just recently started doing this. I used to do it all myself.”

I: And do you have any other assistance from family or friends?  
P: No. Every man for himself.  
I: “Every man for himself,” right.  
P: Now, if I were...if I couldn’t manage, I could...call one of my children, and they’d come, you know? But, yeah, you don’t do that right away.  
I: No, and why wouldn’t you do that right away?  
P: No, oh, I don’t know. If you can manage on your own, you should do it yourself.  
[P: Just my daughter. She doesn’t come on Sunday, but she often comes on a Wednesday afternoon. Then she comes right after getting off from work...then she drops by. If any forms need filling out, she does all that for me.  
I: Okay, so she does help you with some paperwork, uhmm...?  
P: Yes, yes, yes. Because you can’t always figure it out by yourself.  
I: No, exactly.  
P: Although I’ve only just recently started doing this. I used to do it all myself. Well, we were always in business and so uhmm...you know, then you know what to do. I: So you know what to do, right. My whole life (laughs), yes.  
P: And why, why is it more difficult for you now?  
P: Well, I’m not able to get things uhmm...well organized anymore.  
I: No.  
P: I could manage. But I can’t handle it as quickly as I used to.  
I: No, exactly.  
P: But yeah, what do expect when you’re 88?

“I’d like them [Embrace community meetings] to be held more often. [...] Just getting to know people makes them worthwhile.”

I: Yes, exactly (laughs). Yes, as long as it’s just every now and then uhmm...you know, right? … And uhmm...let’s see, we’ve now discussed a whole lot of things. Now just a general question about Embrace, can you think of anything that you think should be improved or done differently, or is there anything else you’d like to see happen...?  
P: No, absolutely nothing. I don’t make any demands anymore. I think that, that, uh, you people will decide or...[unintelligible] do it yourselves.  
I: (laughs) Yes, exactly.  
P: Yes. Am I right? (laughs)  
I: Yes (laughs). Yes, that’s true.  
P: Like I said, I’d like them [Embrace community meetings] to be held more often.  
I: Yes, exactly.  
P: Just getting to know people makes them worthwhile.  
I: Okay. Are you referring to new contacts or also to meeting people you already know there?  
P: No, just...just contacts, just being together. Whether you know them or not. Now, I’m the sort of person who doesn’t tend to hold back, even when I don’t know anyone. But look, that type of contact is nice.  
P: Yes, exactly. And would you, for example, if they were to be held more frequently in another town, would you go there as well?  
P: Well, that depends, you know, how you’re going to get there.  
I: Yes, exactly.  
P: I’d prefer it to just be here in the [community center] (laughs).  

F12M

“If there’s anything I don’t know, I always talk about it with her.”

I: This is the appointment card, yes, and what do you discuss with [the case manager]?  
P: A little bit about everything.  
I: Can you give an example?  
P: ... It’s really easy for me to talk to her. I’ll leave this here for now.  
I: We’ll clear that away in a little while.  
P: Yes, very good...It’s really easy for me to talk with that woman, yes.  
I: About your health, or...?  
P: Yes. Yes, about health, and everything. And the way in which I interact with people. Now, they’re really pleased with that. I get along with everyone.  
[...]  
I: And if you need anything, do you discuss it with [the case manager] as well?  
P: Yes. If there’s anything I don’t know, I always talk about it with her.

R14M/R14F

“We are still able to manage. We like to go out together, we do everything together.” (R14M)

I: Yes. Okay. And...now that you’re participating in Embrace, do you feel that things have changed for you?  
PF: No.  
PM: No, no, because we really don’t need to change anything for the time being. We are still able to manage. We like to go out together, we do everything together. It’s not as if...my wife says, “Listen here, I don’t like yard work,
I’ll do the housekeeping.” I don’t say, “…I don’t like housekeeping, I’ll do the yard.” We do everything together. And some people seem to have noticed that we do everything together. When we go somewhere, we hear, “Oh, you know just as much about it as your husband.”

C15F

“But to say ‘I feel fit,’ no, I won’t ever be able to say that again.”

I: Yes. That’s good... How would you describe your health? …Or how do you feel?
P: Well...
I: Difficult question...
P: Yes. It’s a difficult question, and it changes a lot. Sometimes, I have periods when I’m very dizzy…it’s almost impossible to be up and about. Other time, I’m very nauseous...and then exhausted, it’s always something. You’re never in as good a shape as you were in the past. Everything’s going well, and the flushing is going well, and the blood values are relatively good and, if not, we’ll change to another fluid. But to say ‘I feel fit,’ no, I won’t ever be able to say that again.

“...You become so dependent if you require assistance with everything.”

I: Because...because you feel safe at home, with regard to falling or…?
P: Now, not always. I’m working on that with the physical therapist, yes. On one of those wiggle boards, you know.
I: Oh, yes (laughs).
P: …And then I have to do exercises...on the table for the leg muscles, to strengthen those muscles a bit. Yes. And then you try to...to stay in the running, you know?
I: Yes, exactly. And that makes you feel safe at home? Because you do some...
P: When I’m okay, yes. But when I’m dizzy, then...no, then I sometimes have problems, you see.
I: Yes...and what do you do about it?
P: Well, then my husband goes down the stairs ahead of me, and I put my hands on his shoulders, and we get by like that. But it’s getting...yeah, right now everything’s going okay again, luckily, but sometimes, you just can’t manage.
I: No, and how important is it to you, for you to feel safe?
P: Well, very important, see... You become so dependent if you require assistance with everything.

R18F

“You try to prevent things as much as possible, but I think that if something... if something were to happen to us, we’d know where we could get help. […] A booklet containing all the information, I hang onto that. […] I got it that morning [Embrace community meeting].”

I: No, no. I understand. And there was also a short questionnaire about if you...for example, if anything had changed in your health situation or living situation, when you could contact Embrace...do you have that? Do you still remember it?
P: No, I know... Yes, as long as, look...if something were to happen to us, yes, you can obviously never know...
I: No, exactly.
P: Because now with the snow, I’m always really cautious about... going outdoors, and also about walking. I do that all the time...I don’t want to fall. Last year, I feel off my bike, but...I’m not going to let that happen again. If it’s snowing or sleet, I just don’t ride my bike anymore...I don’t do that anymore. But... You try to prevent things as much as possible, but I think that if something... if something were to happen to us, we’d know where we could get help. I know that.
I: Yes, because...because anyone...
P: … and you would obviously be treated by a doctor and such as well, I think.
I: Yes. Exactly.
P: Now, perhaps you might have to know certain organizations, but they gave us that...a booklet containing all the information, I hang onto that. Uh...
I: Yes.
P: Yes, you can never know how your life will end, but yes...you have to just leave that...leave that to fate.
I: Yes. And with the booklet, you mean...a municipal service guide or something like that?
P: Yes, now, it’s not...but I got it that morning [Embrace community meeting] and it contains a variety of things. Yes, and I keep that together, in case I ever need it... [unintelligible]